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YEAR IN REVIEW

This year has been a fantastic year for the Union. As Union President, I am extremely proud of everything we have accomplished in
2016/17. The Sabbatical team has delivered some big wins for students; from securing the Accommodation Enhancement Fund to
making the recording of lectures mandatory, expanding our clubs and societies and drastically improving our sport performance, we
have made students’ lives better across their whole University experience and this report will highlight just some of our achievements.
Not only are students feeling the benefit of our efforts, our work this year has been recognised nationally. The Big Rent Campaign
won Campaign of the Year at the National Union of Students (NUS) Scotland Awards 2017. In addition to this, we received a Student
Participation Quality Scotland (SPARQS) Award for undertaking an enhancement-driven review of student representation. These
awards are testament to the hard work and dedication of the Sabbatical team and the Union staff.
This year, we have been successful in increasing engagement with the Union. All four General Meetings were quorate, with our
first General Meeting of the year attracting an attendance of nearly 200. Furthermore, the Union Executive Council has worked
effectively; attendance has improved and Part-Time Officers engaged with the relevant Sabbatical Officers.
Finally, it has been an honour to serve as Union President for 2016-2017. I am extremely proud of what we have achieved together
this year. This would not have been possible without an amazing Sabbatical team. Our understanding of each other’s strengths and
weaknesses – and playing to those strengths – coupled with our willingness to support each other, has determined our success this
year. I could not have asked to work with a more brilliant set of individuals. Matt, Jess and Jess are all an asset to the Union and their
legacies will be recognised for years to come. I would also like to thank the Union staff and the Chief Executive for their support in
helping us deliver our vision for the Union. Without their support, our success would not be possible.

Dave Keenan
Union President 2016/17
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DEMOCRACY & REPRESENTATION

As a student-led, representative organisation, democracy is at the heart of everything that we do. Through elections,
by-elections, campaigns and projects, the Students’ Union works with and for students to Make Students’ Lives Better.

When I first came to University at Stirling, the Union elections were the first election I had ever voted in and this is the
case for many students. I feel that SU elections are a vital part of University life as it gives students a chance to have
a real say on how they are represented and gives them control over their University experience. I have taken part in
all the elections that the Union has offered in my three years here whether that is as a voter, a campaigner and more
recently as a candidate in an election and by-election. Being a part of campaigning for the Union gives students the
opportunity to have their voices heard on all aspects of University life and allows students to build on their skills and
confidence and can help them improve their employability come graduation. I feel that Union elections are one of the
most important aspects of being a student as it allows you the right to change the student experience for yourself and
future students here at Stirling.

Rachel Bradshaw

3rd Year, Biological & Environmental Sciences (and NUS delegate)
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Elections and By-Elections

This past academic year, we held two elections: a by-election in Autumn 2016 and an election in March 2017. In the Autumn byelection we recorded a 14% increase in voter turnout compared to the 2015 by-election. We also had a greater number of candidates
per position than in the previous by-election. In our main election, we improved our voter turnout from the previous year by 2.3%
and over 7% from the 2015 elections. 18 candidates contested 9 positions with a 50-50 gender balance. Compared to the previous
election cycle, the 2017 Elections had a 33.3% increase in the number of candidates for available positions. This participation
demonstrates the Students’ Union’s increasingly effective engagement with, and representation of, its membership and provides a
strong mandate for the incoming Sabbatical Officers.

Campaigns

The Students’ Union initiated and is continuing work on the issue of parking spaces on campus. In partnership with Estates and
Campus Services, we have looked at the facilities for parking on campus and studied the ways that people actively travel to campus
every day through an active travel survey. Our response to this issue will be ongoing into next year, but we have already launched
a pro rata rebate for students who leave campus early in the semester and have already secured additional spaces. The President
supported #firstfails, a social media campaign, to highlight the issues around transportation links between the city centre and campus
and met with First Buses to raise student feedback.
In the Autumn semester, we delivered the ‘Speak Your Mind’ campaign, focused on raising awareness of mental health support
around the University.

Is this OK?

The Union was proud to work with the University and other agencies to form the University’s first ever Preventing & Tackling Sexual
Violence & Misconduct Strategy, working to ensure a safe and inclusive student community. The launch of the Strategy was hosted
in Venue and the Union will continue to promote the key aims of the ‘Is This OK?’ campaign.

Demonstrations

This year, we sent 15 students to take part in the United for Education demonstration, organised by NUS and the University & College
Union (UCU). Thanks to our partners at Strathclyde Union, we were able to send these students to lobby for free and accessible
education.The protest’s main focal points were ensuring that all higher and further education across the UK becomes free and
accessible, and demanding an end to the marketisation of higher education.

Procedures and Processes

To support stronger student participation and engagement, we undertook a review of our democratic procedures and processes
to bring them in line with best practice in the sector. By reviewing these Schedules, we have been able to reduce the number of
seconders needed to run for election as a part-time Executive, updated Officer profiles to bring them in line with current policy and
transitioned from electing to recruiting our Student Trustees. By streamlining our democratic procedures and processes, we have
tried to make them more accessible and inclusive in an effort to support better engagement and participation in Union democracy.
We also introduced the new role of Non-Traditional Students’ Officer. This executive Officer position will ensure the voice of
non-traditional students’ (those students not enrolling in University straight from secondary school) are a core concern in all our
endeavours, by having their interests represented on our Executive Council. This year’s work has focused on setting up a Care
Leaver’s Support Package and developing a Student Carers Policy.

2,095
Total Number of
Votes Cast
in March Election

18
Candidates in
Elections

Launch of
Preventing Sexual Violence
& Misconduct Strategy
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1,406

100%

Attendees at
Union Meetings

Zone Meeting and
GM Quoracy

EDUCATION

Empowering and engaging students to develop learning, teaching and the student experience at Stirling.

Being a Faculty Officer this year gave me the opportunity to be involved in the decision making process about learning
and teaching issues in my Faculty. This showed me that student voices do matter to staff and are considered when
making adjustments to programmes. My Faculty Officer Project was all about enhancing the student experience by
preparing future cohorts better for their degree programme and I am happy that it is being implemented for students
joining next year.
.

Caroll Ewen

4th Year, Accountancy and Finance
Caroll, along with other Management School Officers developed a new Undergraduate module, in response to student
feedback, to provide Accountancy, Finance, and Economics students with a better grounding in basic mathematical skills.
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Representation for All

With a network of over 500 Course Representatives, 19 Faculty Officers and 6 Research Graduate School Officers, we’ve been able
to provide representation to all areas of the University. Our core aim is to ensure all students feel their voice is being represented and
listened to. This year we set out to, and achieved, an increase in the number of Faculty Officers (appointing our first ever Officers
to Social Work and INTO) and Course Representatives trained by the Union. Through the development of a new recruitment video,
we’ve been able to ensure a consistent message about student representation is distributed across the University. The role our
Officers play in their modules and Faculties is crucial in supporting our work to improve learning, teaching and the student experience
at Stirling.

The Faculty Officer Academy

This new programme provided our Faculty Officers with the key training they’d need to become effective student Officers helping
equip them with an understanding of the way in which higher education works and how we use partnership to secure positive
changes to the student experience. We’ve seen our Officers go on to lead projects to develop everything from a 3rd year Honours
transition Conference to employability events. We’ve even had some of our Officers achieve success in designing new introductory
modules in direct response to feedback from their students about what was missing in their course. All of these projects have sought
to achieve one thing: a better student experience for the students within their divisions and Faculties.

Developing and Exploring good Learning and Teaching

Our RATE (Recognising Achievement in Teaching Excellence) Awards continue to inspire and acknowledge best practice across the
University leading to an improved learning experience for our members. This year over 1,350 individual RATE Nominations were
received and winners celebrated at an Awards reception in April 2017. Over the summer we’ll begin analysing these nominations
to help identify what good learning and teaching looks like to Stirling students, helping inform our work in 2017/18. Similarly, we
reviewed our #FeedbackFriday initiative from 15/16, updating the questions to take account of the development of online feedback.
We ran events in Autumn and Spring, collecting over 400 responses from students on what good feedback looks like to them. The
data from these events was passed over to Academic Development to support staff training in delivering quality feedback.

Succeeding Succeed

To support the University’s work to find a replacement for the current virtual learning environment (VLE), Succeed, the Union utilised
the student representative system to gather ideas from students about the functionality and responsiveness desired in a new system.
Coupled with a public forum discussion, we were able to ensure students desires were reflected in the core requirements of the
specification that went out to tender in March 2017. We look forward to working with the new Canvas platform in the year ahead.

Listen Again

To ensure learning and teaching is accessible to all, we’ve worked with the University to develop policy supporting making the
recording of lectures via Listen Again mandatory from 2017/18. This has been an important step in ensuring all our students,
regardless of circumstances, can access the learning and teaching provided to them through their course. Students have long been
passionate about this issue so securing this change will benefit a huge number of students in the future.

Partnership Working

Securing the wins we have wouldn’t be possible had we not sought to work in partnership with others. In April we launched our
brand new Student Partnership Agreement, which identifies the Union and University’s shared priorities around participation and
engagement between 2017 and 2019. We also enjoy a productive relationship with SPARQS and QAA (Quality Assurance Agency)
Scotland who support us in developing further our work on student engagement and representation.
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ADVOCACY

1:1 and collective independent advocacy for students – ensuring students are supported, heard and their rights protected.

I just wanted to thank you for all you have done. My appeal was upheld and I can now progress to Honours. So
relieved – couldn’t have done it without you!

3rd year student
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Advocacy and Support

The Union provides 1:1 support and representation that is confidential and student centred, delivered across all campuses and the
whole student body from Undergraduate to PhD level and across all professional programmes. We use an advocacy approach that
ensures the student stays in control whilst receiving information, support and guidance to meet their needs. Students report that they
feel listened to, valued, able to achieve the outcome they are seeking or understand and accept when these are not achievable.
Students value that we are independent of, but have good working relationships with, the University. Peer to peer recommendations
of our service have continued to increase as well as referrals from academic and support staff in the University.
Whilst casework remained predominantly 1:1, some cases were linked and a collective advocacy approach used. Sabbatical Officers,
staff and student groups have worked well together to address these and casework has been invaluable in informing and evidencing
some campaigns and identifying where signposting to or partnership work with external agencies would benefit students. This has
been, and continues to be, achieved in a way that protects students’ privacy and confidentiality.

Casework Informing Campaigns

The Union invested in a case management system that will make it easier to record, anonymise and analyse casework data and
identify any trends and gaps. Following a period of tailoring the system to meet our needs, this went ‘live’ in December 2016. Going
forward, the system will be used to pull off reports for the Sabbatical Officers as and when required and to generate regular reports
to the Union Executive Officers and others. This will make it easier to see what issues students are experiencing or raising.
This year, casework has helped to inform Sabbatical Officers’ manifesto campaigns and led to their involvement in some reactive
collective advocacy for students. This has included:

Informing The Fair Rent Campaign

The University identified that ‘affordable’ and ‘fair’ rent needed to have a solution that was not a ‘one size fits all’. The President
successfully achieved (with the University), a solution that can better meet individual needs and that is designed to prevent debt
when the risk is identified in advance and reduce avoidable stress for those students affected. The Big Rent Campaign was an
evidence-based appeal, based on a widely spread student survey. 95% of those surveyed said that they felt that money worries
affected their social and academic lives and 83.9% identified University housing to be unaffordable. In response to the survey, we
secured £125k in rent subsidies for the poorest students, a 1% reduction on Polwarth House and rent freezes on 7 properties.
We have also reached an agreement from the University to map out an accommodation strategy to ensure our accommodation is
affordable for the most disadvantaged students.

Creating A Rent Guarantor Scheme

One individual case highlighted the issue that students might experience when moving to the private rental sector. International
students and students who can’t afford deposits are required to provide a UK based guarantor. Recognising this gap and researching
options, the President took this to the University, successfully securing provision of a guarantor scheme. This will benefit many
students including international students, students on low incomes and those who may have no family support.

Nursing Students Accommodation Contracts

This year, we linked cases brought to us by nursing students. We identified a mismatch between the length of accommodation
contracts and the length of their programme as an unintended consequence of the programme revision, which included creating a
longer summer break in response to feedback from nursing students. The Union addressed this with Commercial and Accommodation
Services and the variations in the programme are now reflected in the contract options offered.

427
Increase in 1:1 support

Casework Informed
Activity

Development of Student
Parental Policy
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Responses to the
Big Rent Survey

CLUBS & SOCIETIES

Engagement in Club activity is often the highlight of a student’s time here at Stirling. With such much on offer and so
much reward, it’s not hard to see why.

Being President of the International Society, one of the biggest societies on campus, has been an unforgettable, joyful
and honourable experience for me. I got to meet students from all around the world, and this truly enriched my time
here in Stirling. Running such a large and diverse Society comes with many successes, but also with challenges,
and without the Union’s continuous support and guidance, we would not have achieved everything that we did. They
enabled us to reach out to more students this year than ever before, because we were able to scale up the size of our
events to offer our members some incredible experiences!

Natalia Greim

4th Year, Psychology, President of International Society 2016-17
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Something for everyone

Student groups are the lifeblood of the Union, contributing so much to the wider student experience. With 85 active club constitutions,
there really is something for everyone when they arrive onto campus. This year we have seen tremendous diversity with new clubs
such as our academic Social Work or Accounting & Finance societies, fandom collectives like Doctor Who and Game of Thrones right
through to our Culinary and Vegan & Vegetarian groups. These are just some of the clubs who have formed in 2016/17.

What do these groups do?

Well, that is up to the students who lead them! With Union support on hand, we have seen trips to Amsterdam, 24-Hour Video Game
marathons, political speakers and the return of Computer Club’s Hackathon. Running consistently throughout the year, our Media
Societies continue to broadcast live radio and publish four print Brig newspapers to keep students informed. AirTV, Drama and
Musical Theatre are busy creating performances and productions for all to enjoy whilst Psychology, Geography and Business Club
enhance the experience of students studying these subjects.

Achievements

On April 3rd, we recognised the achievements of the clubs and individuals who contribute so much of their time to creating new
opportunities for others. A record number of over 170 individuals nominated across 13 categories. 204 students attended the annual
Clubs & Societies Awards Ball at the Stirling Court Hotel where Brig Newspaper reclaimed the title of Club of the Year, former Clubs &
Societies Officer Scott Mackay received Lifetime Achievement and a cross-party social between the political groups on campus was
presented with Best Collaboration. Externally, Brig Newspaper were nominated nationally for the Student Publication Association
awards of Best Sports Coverage and Best Website, as well as Most Improved Society at the National Society Awards. They also
scooped Best Website of the Year at this Year’s Scottish Student Journalism Awards!

Development

The Students’ Union supports student-led Clubs & Societies through the annual Clubs Academy event held every April, in addition
to follow-up workshops in both the Autumn 2016 and Spring 2017 semesters. Media Societies were additionally supported with a
dedicated Media Society Development Day in January 2017, attended by Professor John McLellan and representatives of broadcast
regulator OFCOM and the National Union of Journalists (NUJ) to help support students’ transition into careers in media. 20 Society
Presidents including those from Labour, Mental Wellbeing and Politics Societies were trained on the nationally recognised Scottish
Mental Health First Aid course, to help them look out for each other.
The Clubs Grant further supported a wide range of activities including Paintball Society’s first competition outside of Scotland,
Dumyat Dragons Quidditch’s vital equipment and Video Game & E-Sport’s new equipment. In total, £3,000 has been allocated to
activities, trips and equipment. Many clubs have also sought funding elsewhere, in particular from the University’s Stirling Fund and
Vice-Chancellor’s Fund. Pool Society were able to invest in a Pool Table stationed in Juniper Court and Afro-Caribbean Society were
able to celebrate the multi-cultural campus through their first ever Fashion Show, held in Venue in March.

1,416
Memberships

30%

32%

80+

1,197

International
Members

First Year
Members

Active Clubs and
Societies

Clubs & Socs Award
Ball Nominations
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SPORTS REPRESENTATION

Sporting activity and representation is a key part of the Students’ Union. Whether lobbying for facilities,
encouraging a healthy lifestyle or assisting clubs to recruit new members, the Sports Union grows from
strength to strength.

The Winter World University Games was a fantastic opportunity to develop and refine my skills at a major sporting
event. Being a Postgraduate student, as well as the Sports Development Co-ordinator at Stirling, offered me the
chance to represent the University and Great Britain on a world stage. The Students’ Union were very accommodating
and worked to support me and provided the chance for continuous professional development. The flexibility from the
Students’ Union really made this dream happen and has really helped me in my own development.

Chris Purdie

Sports Development Co-Ordinator, University of Stirling Students’ Union
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Student Participation

This year, student engagement within the Sports Union is higher than ever before; with 53 clubs and 1,934 members, 2016-17 has
been full of sporting activity and success. The past year has seen fantastic involvement from all members, both on and off the pitch.
From great attendance at Sports Union meetings and events to campaigns and competitions, our sports teams are moving from
strength to strength. We are currently in the Top 10 British Universities and Colleges Sport (BUCS) League Table, the highest position
we have ever been and we have great faith this will continue for the coming years.

5K A Day Campaign

After the success of last year’s 5K a Day campaign, the Sports Union re-ran the campaign in November 2016. Back by popular
demand, hundreds of students got involved, from sports teams and societies to people who do not currently take part in sport.
The 5K a Day campaign promoted the benefits of taking part in regular physical activity and encouraged all students and staff at
the University to complete 5 kilometres of exercise every day for the full month in any way they could. Although everyone could
participate in the event, it was targeted at students who were not involved in any sports teams or clubs with the aim of showing them
how easy it was to complete 5K each day and encourage them to make the most of the facilities we have on campus.

Stirling’s Big Wednesday

Wednesday 1st February 2017 saw the inaugural Stirling’s Big Wednesday take place on campus. With 18 fixtures across 8 different
sports, and running from 9am–9pm, it was a huge showcase of our sports teams doing what they do best. This event was organised
in collaboration with the Sports Development Service with the idea of bringing the University together to support our clubs and
build collegiality and pride amongst the student and staff community at Stirling. It was a very successful event, drawing in crowds
all around the campus, with the finale of the day ending with our incredible Women’s Football team beating Edinburgh to claim the
League Title.

Sports Union Ball

This year the annual Sports Union Ball was once again a sell-out, with 500 students attending the event held at the Crowne
Plaza in Glasgow. The Ball is a fantastic opportunity to celebrate and thank all those individuals who have contributed to the past
year of Stirling sport. The Sports Union were proud to award a number of Colours Awards, Half-Blues Awards and Blues Awards
for outstanding contributions to Stirling sport for the 2016-17 season alongside Golf, who picked up Club of the Year and Rory
Cummings from Muay Thai, who won Sports Personality of the Year. The Ball also showcased the new Sports Union promo video
showcasing activity across all sports!

European Universities Sports Association (EUSA) Games

The University of Stirling sent the biggest delegation from Britain to the 2016 EUSA Games last summer in Zagreb, Croatia. The
Sports Union were delighted to send both the Men’s and Women’s Tennis and Golf teams. As well as representatives from Golf and
Tennis, Rachel Tytler competed in the EUSA Judo competition. The Golf Teams won both the Men’s and Women’s team events with
Gemma Batty winning individual gold and Laird Shepherd and Chris Maclean sharing bronze in the Men’s individual competition.

In A League of Our Own

The University of Stirling plays a pivotal role in sport in Scotland as well as the UK. This year at the Winter University Games
(WUGS), Rachel Hannen and Bobby Lammie were selected to represent Great Britain in Curling. Bobby and the Men’s team won
Gold at the event which was hosted in Almaty, Kazakhstan. This August the Summer University Games will be taking place in Taipei
and we are anticipating that we will have strong representation from athletes in Swimming, Golf and Tennis. Our own Sports Union
President, Jess Morris, has been the Chair of the Sports Union Presidents In Scotland this year and subsequently represents the
views of Scottish students on the BUCS Advisory Board.

1,934

10th

18

500

Memberships

BUCS
Position

Big Wednesday
Games

Ball Tickets Sold
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SPORTI NG ACHIEVEMENTS
#bleedgreen

As a mature student, University could have been an intimidating place. However, the best thing I did was join the
Women’s Rugby team. Not only have I developed an entirely new set of skills, I’d never even held a rugby ball before,
but the team have proven to be a fantastic social support network. I couldn’t be prouder of my time at the University of
Stirling and being a member of the Sports Union played a massive role in that sense of pride.

Kristy Reynolds

Women’s Rugby President 2016-17
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American Football

It has been a fantastic year for American Football with the team winning the BUCS Premier North League as well as the BUCS
Championship Trophy. This makes it a total of three BUCS Championship Trophy wins in the last four years.

Dance

It has been an outstanding year for the Dance Club, who performed at Edinburgh, Liverpool John Moores and Dundee dance
competitions, where they managed to pick up a collective 14 trophies between them. The most impressive performance was at the
Liverpool Competition where they won two 1st place trophies, three 2nd place trophies, one 3rd place trophy and then were awarded
the overall titles of Best Costume and Best Choreography.

Fencing

The women’s Fencing Club have really excelled this year winning the BUCS Scottish 1A League as well as making it to the BUCS
Trophy semi-final where they narrowly lost out to Liverpool.

Football

It has been the best year to date for the Women’s Football Club. The 1st Women’s Football team won the BUCS Scottish 1A League,
the BUCS Trophy and the Scottish Student Sport (SSS) Cup. The Men’s 1st XI won the Queen’s Park Shield whilst the Men’s
Football 2nd XI won the BUCS Scottish 1A League. The Men’s Football 4th XI have also had an incredible season winning the BUCS
Scottish 5B League as well as the SSS Conference Plate.

Futsal

The Women’s Futsal team retained the BUCS Scottish 1A League and made it to the semi-final of the BUCS Championship Trophy.

Golf

The University of Stirling Golf Team have had the most incredible year winning the Scottish and European Championships. The team
also won the SSS Team of the Year Award! They also won the BUCS Scottish Premier League, the BUCS Scottish 2A League and
the 5A League. The Men’s and Women’s teams both retained their EUSA Championships titles.

Rugby

The Women’s Rugby Team won the BUCs Scottish 1A League, finishing their season undefeated.

Tennis

Our Tennis Club made Stirling University history this year when both the Men’s and Women’s teams reached the BUCS Championship
Trophy Finals, held in Bath as part of BUCS Big Wednesday. In addition to this, the Women’s 3rd Team won the Scottish 2A League
and were crowned SSS Conference Cup Champions.

Trampoline and Gymnastics

The Trampoline and Gymnastics Club put in numerous fantastic performances this season and ended the year as overall SSS
League Champions after hosting their own competition for the first time. A highlight for the club was their successes at the Irish
Student Trampoline Open, where they picked up 9 trophies, including Gold in the highest tier team competition and being awarded
the Overall Execution Shield, beating 28 other Universities and becoming the first ever Scottish club to hold the title!

Swimming

We have achieved fantastic success at both BUCS Short Course and Long Course competitions with our biggest team presence ever
at both competitions resulting in a record number of finalists and medallists at both meets along with a handful of BUCS records to
their names. Highlights of these events were Duncan Scott picking up 3 BUCS Gold medals at Short Course in 50m Freestyle, 100m
Butterfly and 100m Freestyle (where he broke a BUCS record) and of course there was jubilation at his Silver medal at the 2016 Rio
Summer Olympics. Ross Murdoch continued his remarkable record by winning 3 Golds at Long Course in 50m Breaststroke, 100m
Breaststroke and 200m Breaststroke at the BUCS competition.
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The Global Connection Partnership between the University of Stirling, Lehigh University, and the University of South
Alabama has created a huge impact in student leadership on an international scale. Through the Partnership, we
have been able to showcase the variety of systems for student engagement that are utilised across the globe in
higher education. The Partnership fostered critical discussions around a diverse array of topics including campus
diversity, student representation, governing systems, governmental relations, and UK/US politics. The Partnership
overall has been integral in leadership development, international relations and the crucial understanding of what it
means to be a global citizen in today’s society.

Joshua Crownover

President, Student Government Association, University of South Alabama

COMMUNITY

Working on a local, national and international level, the Union seeks to provide opportunities for members and support
activity where we can.

18

Working with the community

The Students’ Union is delighted to continue working with key partners in the wider Stirling community, such as Start-Up Stirling.
Renowned for their contribution to local foodbanks and supporting those in need, the charity has received tremendous support from
student-led groups including Volunteering and Social Work societies, in collecting hundreds of food donations. Officers and staff
visited their premises in November 2016 to help draw the connection between their service and the needs of the student population.
This cumulated in helping fundraise on Start-Up’s behalf ahead of Christmas time with 7 students and Union Officers collecting over
£500. We continue to embrace a positive relationship with Forth Valley College. Having brought together both Sabbatical teams in
summer 2016, the Students Union brought a variety of Clubs & Societies to their ReFreshers Fayre in February 2017, to help raise
awareness of opportunities which are available to students at both institutions.

Graduation fee

We saw a positive conclusion to work undertaken by both previous and current Sabbatical Officers along with the Academic Registrar
around graduation fees! From June 2017, students wishing to graduate in abstentia will no longer be required to pay a fee. This
means that graduation remains available to all students, irrespective of their financial circumstances.

International focus

In 2016/17 a new initiative between colleagues at the University of South Alabama and Lehigh University (Pennsylvania) has taken
off. The Student Leaders Global Network brings together elected student Officers and staff on a monthly basis to discuss trends
across our work with Student Activities and the challenges and successes of being a Student President.
In March, the three institutions came together for a pilot Conference held in Venue titled “It’s A Small World After All”. Three broad
themes were discussed by a panel including Global Engagement, Student Representation and Politics & Education. Presentations
were also made by a mixture of Students Union staff, University colleagues and elected officers including Arletta Gorecka, International
Officer 2016/17 and 2017/18. In May 2017, the Union welcomed some of these colleagues as part of a short visit to the UK and
continue to explore ways of working together, sharing best practice and promoting internationalisation into 2017/18.
In April 2017, our Vice President Education visited Armenia at the invitation of SPARQS to Showcase the “Stirling approach” to
supporting student participation in quality assurance and enhancement activities. As we begin to look at how we engage and
represent students currently studying on our transnational educational programmes, participating in the trip gave us the opportunity
to learn from our European colleagues about the cultural sensitivities that need to be accounted for. This will help ensure we deliver
an effective and appropriate training programme for these students from the outset.
We are passionate about ensuring the Union is for all members so it’s with great excitement and pride that the official International
and Postgraduate student welcome events each semester are now hosted in Venue and features the President outlining the key
work the Union offers for such groups of students who may not always be the first to engage.

International Student Barometer

This year, the University once again took part in the International Student Barometer (ISB) and the results are encouraging for the
Union. The Union received an overall satisfaction of 94.5% (1.4% above the ISB global average; 2.6% above the Scottish average
and 1.3% above the UK average). As such, this has placed us 75th in the world, 4th in Scotland and 19th in the UK. They also ask
about provision of Clubs & Societies in which we performed well, posting a 93.2% satisfaction rate, which was 0.5% above the ISB
global average. We also contribute towards a number of the other elements, such as social facilities, sports facilities and arrival
social events, in which we do particularly well (4th, 1st and 2nd in Scotland respectively).

Global connections

Graduation
Fee success

New App Launched
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1st in Scotland for Sport
International Student
Barometer 2017

VOLUNTEERING & EMPLOYABILITY

Volunteering is a valuable and rewarding experience enjoyed by a great number of individuals and groups. Showcasing
extra-curricular activity is a great way to demonstrate additional skills learnt at University.

The Union has been a great support in terms of my employability thanks to the Entry Level Job Initiative. I took part in
my first year at University and got trained in how to work in a kitchen. During my time doing the Initiative, I had a few
shifts where I learnt about food preparation and food hygiene. It went so well that they offered me a paid job at the
end of it, which I have been doing for two years now.

James Harris

3rd Year, Film and Media & Journalism Studies
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A Volunteering Union

The Union continues to engage with all volunteer-involving organisations from small charities to national organisations such as
Volunteer Scotland. We were delighted to be invited onto the Volunteer Festival Steering Group, working towards a Stirling-wide
celebration of volunteering to be held in September 2017 as well as participating on the Saltire Awards Steering Group, a national
scheme which recognises young volunteers aged up to 25 years.
The Students’ Union is proud of maintaining a fruitful relationship with the Careers & Employability Service and continues to promote
and engage in initiatives including the Careers Café and This Is Your Life event, highlighting new and exciting opportunities for
students to take up during their studies.

Recognition for our students

In September 2016, the Volunteering Society were recognised at the local Inspiring Volunteers Awards celebration held at the Albert
Halls in Stirling. Simron Kandola, Caroll Ewen and Cameron Reid received the Young Volunteer of the Year Award on behalf of the
Society’s dedication to promoting student engagement with local volunteering opportunities.
We were equally proud of two students, Mark Pirie and Chris Mcginlay, who were nominated for the Forth Valley Disability Sport
Awards in the Young Volunteer of the Year category. In April the Students’ Union collaborated with the Careers & Employability
Service to further recognise student volunteers at the S.T.A.R. (Student Talent Awards Recognition) Awards where there were four
categories available for student volunteer nominations.
•
Community Volunteer of the Year – Kelvin Welsh
•
Environmental Projects Volunteer of the Year – Lea Barbett
•
Student Volunteer of the Year – Kelsey Blemmings
•
Student Volunteer Group of the Year – F-Team
On the night, students involved in internships and other employability initiatives were recognised, including the My Stirling Award.
The year was made complete by Simron Kandola winning NUS Student of the Year, in recognition for his contribution throughout
University life.

Students as Researchers

25 students signed up to participate in our Students as Researchers projects, with topics ranging from Child Protection to Muslims
in Electoral Politics. In 2016/17 we saw 11 new projects across all Faculties of the University. The initiative allows current students to
volunteer and become active stakeholders in real research projects taking place on campus. Not only is this a great insight into the
academic world around them, but also fantastic tangible experience before final year or post-graduate study.

Entry Level Job Initiative

In March 2017, the Entry Level Job Initiative opened its doors once again, giving students their first experience of work through the
Students’ Union commercial facilities. Opportunities across the coffee shop, bar and catering launched attracting 20 applications,
many of whom will continue in the role as employment into 2017/18.
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the Green & Blue Space
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Launch of Careers Café

ENVIRONMENT

Throughout your Students’ Union, we are empowering students and staff not only to minimise our impact on the
environment, but to actively improve it.

The bike maintenance workshop was a lot of fun and I learned a lot. I had no idea fixing a flat tire or changing brakes
is that easy. The hands on experience is invaluable and I’m looking forward to more workshop opportunities in the
future.

Lefora Williams
4th Year, Ecology
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Promoting sustainability

Through our various environmental projects, we have saved over 425 tonnes of carbon emissions from being released into the
atmosphere, whilst also providing opportunities for students to develop new skills, knowledge and experiences. Previous investments
in the Union and on-going staff behavioural change have meant that the Union building today uses approximately 40% less water
than in 2013, and our offices use 20% less electricity. This improved efficiency means not only are our environmental impacts
reduced, but we are also then able to reinvest the money saved on utilities back into the Union to further support student activities.
The work of our volunteers and staff has been nationally recognised again, as we achieved our Green Impact Gold Award!

Volunteering + Social

It is incredible what a group of enthusiastic, diverse and caring volunteers can achieve! Student and community volunteers are at
the heart of the Green and Blue Space, offering support for one-off events such as apple tree pruning through to regular weekly
shifts in the Green and Blue Space Hub, or lending a hand for the spring or winter accommodation clear outs. Each week volunteers
have come together to share copious amounts of good food, opinions and knowledge. Shared meals have often been followed by a
student-led presentation, with topics this year ranging from African elephant conservation and herbology, to environmental law postBrexit and speciesism. These have been socials that truly epitomise food for thought!

The Fair Share

In collaboration with the University, we accept student and staff donations of unwanted items and redistribute these within the
University community or to external organisations such as the British Heart Foundation, Good Green Fun, Start-Up Stirling and Better
World Books. To date, over 41.5 tonnes of reusable items have been saved from going to waste.
The Fair Share has a huge positive impact not only on the environment but also for students. This year, our quality kitchen packs
meant that hundreds of students set up home for a fraction of the price if buying new at supermarkets. In addition, all money raised
through The Fair Share is reinvested to support environmental projects on campus – that’s a win, win, win! The Green + Blue Team
will continue to collaborate with the University’s Accommodation Team to support end of semester clear outs of residences.

The Food Hive

The Food Hive is a member-led (52 current members) award-winning campus food cooperative, established in 2014 with the aim
of providing our community with responsible products at affordable prices. Using only a small profit margin, The Food Hive is
able to cover its own operating costs whilst regularly offering customers better value on products than leading supermarkets. The
cooperative is open to anyone for purchasing products or membership can be bought for £5 per calendar year which gives members
a 10% discount from all prices. On top of a constant, varied stock and the ever-popular selection of chocolate, we support the local
Riverside Bakery which is run by a University of Stirling graduate and supplies students weekly with delicious organic sourdough
bread. We also support an organic veg bag scheme through Bellfield Farm which gives students access to fresh organic and local
produce at a low cost.

Garden + Orchard

The organic community garden has been a hive of activity as this year we saw the expansion of the garden area, taking on two
previously disused plots. We have also invested in tunnels and netting to ensure that produce is less accessible to resident birds
and voles. Through expanding the garden area and making investments in materials, our goal is to grow more vegetables, fruit and
herbs in the garden, with produce such as salad, courgettes and tomatoes being made available to students through the Green and
Blue Space. This will mean that students can access locally grown, organic fresh produce for a very low price! Now in their second
year, the trees in the orchard have received a new bit of plant care – pruning! Our pruning session was a good opportunity for garden
volunteers to learn how to prune apple trees and to see the buds that will become an apple harvest later this autumn. We have also
been busy raising the biodiversity of the orchard and its surrounding area by planting wildflower seeds that will attract and support
pollinating animal species such as bees, butterflies and hoverfly.
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YOUR FACILITIES, YOUR UNION

Our aim is to provide welcoming, safe, enjoyable and varied facilites to meet members different needs.

The Union provides several areas for students to hang out or have a bit of a study break! With venues such as
Underground which serves some good old Starbucks coffee, to Venue and Studio which serve both hot and cold food,
it’s great that our Union provides dedicated areas to students on campus. I’m aware of how the team seek to improve
based on student feedback and the student voice is valued in delivering services for students.

Julie Strong

3rd year, Psychology and Human Resource Management
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Providing student focused facilities & events

As we reflect on 2016/17, it’s in the knowledge that we’ve hosted and supported more events in the Union than ever before. The
Venue development has allowed us to make better use of the space and support more and varied activities. Venue isn’t the only
popular location though – just come and check out Underground during the day for some great coffee and cake or to Studio at night
for the updated cocktail menu and Open Mic sessions run by the Live Music Society and you’ll see how busy the Union is!
As a member-led organisation, student feedback is vital to use providing our commercial activities. In Spring 2017, based on student
input and on the back of an engaging Sustainability Week programme, we introduced a Vegan/Vegetarian menu to Venue which
has proved popular amongst the student body. Ensuring we offer a variety of services to meet all tastes is a key element of our
commercial activities. This was again evident when we opened throughout the night for the announcement of the US Presidential
election results in November 2016.
To showcase the Union’s venues, we once again went big for our Freshers 2016 lineup! New students were joined by comedian Joel
Dommett, dance sensation Cascada and Radio 1 DJs Scott Mills and Chris Stark. Throw in some UV face paint, photobooths, mass
karaoke and so much more and you have the most memorable week of the year! Feedback from the week highlights the importance
of the Union offering such facilities and events to welcome new members to the campus.
Given the success of Venue, we were thrilled in June 2016 when Venue was shortlisted for the award of Student Union Venue of the
year (under 1,000 capacity) in the annual Student Union focused Ents Forum.
Venue has also allowed us to engage more in wider University activity as demonstrated by hosting Japan Week activities in support of
the University’s 50th Anniversary celebrations. This theme has also contributed to the continued success of the Union’s Shop outlet
in the main Atrium area where students and staff have been enjoying a wide range of 50th Anniversary clothing and memorabilia.
We were also pleased that during 2016/17, the Union was able to introduce the Living Wage for all permanent Union staff.

22,778
Lattes

6,168
Studio
Meal Deals

3,758
Frappuccinos

1,000+
50th Anniversary
Hoodies
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934
Freshers Shop
Bundles

11,500
Pints
of Tennent’s

AN AWARD WINNING UNION
It’s been quite the year!

The Union has a ‘sector leading’ training programme for course representatives. There was very clear evidence
that all forms of academic representation (student representatives and advocacy) were highly effective and highly
valued by the membership. Representation and Campaigning are Excellent. The Union and the University clearly
communicate very well together and have an excellent working relationship, enhanced further by a newly created
‘student partnership agreement’.

Steven Symonds

Quality Students’ Unions Lead Auditor
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Making Students’ Lives Better

Everyone in the Union is committed to delivering on our aim to Make Students’ Lives Better. A rewarding way for all in the Union to
assess this is by taking stock of the continued improvement year on year by our members and from beyond. This improvement has
not only been a key aim of the current Union strategic plan, but it will help give focus to where we wish to develop further for our
members as we set about the next strategic plan exercise into 2018. Earlier in this report we’ve already highlighted successes and
results from areas such as the International Student Barometer. Let’s take a look in more detail at some highlights for the Union and
its members in 2016/17.

NUS Awards

In March 2017, NUS Scotland, awarded the Union the presitigous award of Campaign of the Year for the Big Rent Survey. They were
impressed by the level of work, reporting to members and impact that this campaign has had for Stirling students moving forward.
There was double success at the Awards event as long-time student activist, Simron Kandola took home the NUS Scotland Student
of the Year Award for his tireless commitment to Clubs, Societies and Volunteering. The Union was also shortlisted for Union of the
Year.

Revolve

In the summer of 2016, The Fair Share, the University of Stirling Students’ Union’s re-use project, became the first University-based
project to be certified by Revolve, the national re-use quality standard offered by Zero Waste Scotland. Our project alone has already
diverted over 25 tonnes of reusable items from our waste stream.

SPARQS

SPARQS aim to support student engagement in the quality of the learning experience, This year we won our first ever SPARQS
Award with a win in the category for ‘An initiative led by a students’ association in partnership with their University which has made
the most impact on the enhancement of the student experience’.

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind

The Healthy Body, Healthy Mind initiative from NUS Scotland and Scottish Student Sport has been something we, as a Union, strive
for every year. This year is no exception and we’ve gained 4* recognition for our work on physical and mental health across different
campaigns and daily work.

BUCS

The University of Stirling won most improved University for the 2015-2016 BUCS season having gone from 27th (1185.5 BUCS point)
to 17th (1735.5) in the BUCS rankings. As the 2016-17 season draws to a close, we have improved our position again moving up
to 10th!

Times Higher Student Experience Survey 2017

Some encouraging info for us as a Union from this latest Survey feedback which demonstrates our continued improvement in the
eyes of our members. We jump from 81st in 2015/16 to 33rd in 2016/17.

Brig

The Club of the Year, Brig, were nominated for two Student Publication Awards (which acknowledge the best student journalism from
across the UK) ‘Best Website’ and ‘Best Sports Coverage’. They have also been nominated as Most Improved Society at the National
Society Awards. They also scooped Best Website of the Year at this year’s Scottish Student Journalism Awards!

Quality Students’ Union

We are thrilled and proud to announce that Your Students’ Union has been awarded an overall rating of Very Good in a recent Quality
Students’ Union assessment. Quality Students’ Unions has been developed by NUS to assure the quality, standards and overall
effectiveness of students’ Union’s. This quality mark is a single management tool that interlocks with, and complements, relevant
standards and codes that already exist within the student movement.
The scheme, run by NUS, involves both critical self-assessment of our activity and scrutiny by an external auditor against a number
of descriptors. The crucial element of this work is that it is judged against work undertaken at other Union’s and reaffirms the role
that Your Union is playing in everyday student life. Within our overall rating of Very Good, several of the specific areas assessed
came back as Excellent. Whilst this Award is great for the Union, it is vital that we use it as a platform to continue our good work and
continue improving to ensure we deliver in Making Students’ Lives Better.
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FINANCE

The Students’ Union has had a very succesful year delivering more activities, programmes and campaigns in 16/17 than ever
before. While delivering effectively, the Union has managed its finances efficiently. An example of a successful program is the RATE
Awards which Santander continued to contribrute £5k towards. This contribution has established RATE as sector leading with many
other Union’s emulating Stirling’s model. We continue to invest in areas of student representation, support, sport, activities, the
environment and volunteering to ensure a sustainable future in order to Make Students’ Lives Better.
Incoming resources to May 2017 are forecast to come in around £1.6m whick is £79k lower than prior year. Commercial top line
sales were less than prior year. Changes to online exams and modular assessments continued to negitavely impact trading within
the months of December, April and May.
Expenditure to May 2017 is forecast to be £1.6m which is £84k less than prior year. The saving in expenditure is mainly due to our
commercial services (Robbins and Union Shop) controlling costs effectively.
Net outgoing funds are forecast to come in around (£10k) which is within budget and a £5k improvement on prior year making the
total funds carried forward (reserves) forecast to be £34k.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
INCOMING
RESOURCES
					2016
May Actual

Voluntary				
Investments				
Students Interests			
Social & Recreational			
Total Income				

£378,004		
£3			
£432,749		
£853,387		
£1,664,143		

EXPENDITURE
					

*2017 May Forecast
£411,500
£0		
£343,407
£830,439
£1,585,346		

Students Interests			
£800,530		
£827,516		
Social & Recreational			
£878,557		
£767,781		
Total Expenditure			£1,679,087		£1,595,297		
				
Net outgoing 				
-£14,944		
-£9,951		
				
Funds brought forward		
£59,138		
£44,194		
				
Funds carried forward			
£44,194		
£34,243		
* outturn forecast as at May 2017
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WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS
Looking ahead to 2017/18.
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It is a great privilege to have been elected Students’ Union President for the academic year 2017/18. I have some big shoes to fill
going forward from such a successful and efficient team last year. My sincere thanks go to the outgoing Sabbatical Officers for laying
out such fantastic groundwork and for working incredibly hard. You have all made extremely valuable contributions to the student
body.
Although the bar has been set high I have full trust in my Sabbatical team as they are all talented, hard working and dedicated to
Making Students’ Lives Better. I know the whole Union team look forward to building on the previous work that the team of 2016/17
has secured. I am particularly focusing on mental health this year and ensuring that students are supported adequately throughout
their studies both within and outwith the University. I will also be continuing work of the previous Union President to extend financial
support to more students within University of Stirling accommodation.
Furthermore, I will continue to build strong community links with charities and organisations within Stirling as well as Stirling Council
to ensure that students voices are heard both within the University and locally.
I am excited to work and face any challenges that might arise next year with the fantastic team around me to guarantee that the
Students’ Union is continuing to represent Stirling students and Making Students’ Lives Better.

Astrid Smallenbroek
Union President 2017/18
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